





















has fallen short of its two-
year hiring
 goals for 



















 the report 
indicates  
SJSU has achieved
 or exceeded its 
two-year 
academic











 goal for women 
at 14, 
as shown in 
the 1975 af-
firmative action










 set at six. 
The report, 























 accuracy of the 
report. 
Bunzel had contended that the 
report did not present an accurate 
picture of the university's af-
firmative action progress while 
Faustina maintained it did. 
"I believe the data in the report 
indicates that we (SJSU)
 have not  
been hiring as many 
minorities
 and 
women as we 
could  have or should 
have," 
Faustina  said. 
Bunzel released the report to the 
Academic Senate for review 
Tuesday and did so "with some 
hesitation," according to an ac-
companying four-page cover letter 
written by Bunzel. 
"It has not been possible to 
produce a report which both 
recognizes the efforts everyone has 





we stand and 
what  more 
needs to be done," 
Bunzel  said in the 
letter. 
According to 






women and Asian -
Americans  hired to 
academic 
probationary 
positions and their 
percentage makeup of the 
applicant 
pool. 
Data in the report
 show Asian -
Americans
 accounted for 6.4 
percent 
of
 the academic probationary ap-
plicant flow and 
made
 up 1.4 percent 
of the 
new  hires. 
Women 
accounted for 20.1 
percent of 
the  applicants and 
made 
up
 15.9 percent of the new 
hires.  
Other data in the
 report: 
 despite a decline in total 
academic 
faculty  positions from 
1,778 to 
1,633,  female and minority 
faculty members have 
maintained 
relatively the 











 rights and 
reduction 
in posts 









































 failed to 
pass the initiatives by the necessary 
two-thirds vote, but after a 
three-
hour debate approved the measures. 
The initiative to restructure the 
composition 
of
 the council weuld 
reduce the number of A.S 
Council
 




from the present 
system of 
class  division to an at -




 rights initiative, 
weather
 
Highs today around 
63, lows 
tonight 42. Showers early 
this 
morning ending 
by noon and 
clearing  by this 
afternoon.
 Chance of 
showers

















































 of 11 
of






















 a 9,3 vote 
despite 




Steve  Wright 
who  said, "I 












































"I think it 
will destroy
 a lot of 
the choice
 students 
have,"  Bates 
said. 





 wants to vote for, but they 
can't because they're all running for 
the same seat." 
Chapman said she
 thinks class 
representatuon 
is "super im-
portant,"  and that eliminating it 
would  lead to a situation where one 
group of students is not 
represented.  
The council is 





graduate  categories. 
Councilman Rick Howe arrived 
at the meeting 
shortly after the 
initiative failed and 





Miranda told the council "just a few 
minutes 'ago you eliminated 
27,000
 









Kevin  Johnson 
that  met 
the 
unanimous 





















 to 14 
members
 elected 













or by class 
division.  
The 
issue  of whether 
to add the 
human 













 to the 










leader of the 
Other Ninety Percent party 
and 
candidate for A.S. Council 
in this 
year's election,
 told the council 
"because of your seeming in-
terpretation of a redundancy, you're 
going to deny students 
the  chance to 
decide what they want." 
Miranda told the council, "I 
don't know where you get
 off doing 
this," after council originally 
defeated the measure by a 5-7 vote. 
"I hope you let students decide 
for themselves," he said. "You 
shouldn't kill something
 because you 





the human rights 
initiative  
by an 11-1-1 vote 
with Chapman 
opposing 




iniatives are now 
scheduled 
to appear on the 
ballot in this year's 
election 
April  25 to 27. 













By Hilary Ann Roberts 
While 
photographers'  flashes 
blink and television
 cameras whir, 
there is little action 
in
 a brassy 
orange and yellow room at the 
LeBaron
 Hotel on North First Street. 
Yet Lynnda Kimball and 
Mild  
Garcia, two Playboy magazine 
employees staked out here three 
days this week, remain brighter 
than the lights. 
The former Playmates of the 
Month have come to San Jose, with 
gleaming smiles and well
-rehearsed  
lines, in search of a perfect beauty 
who, for a cool $25,000, will grace the 
magazine's  glossy 25th anniversary 





here  in San 
Jose,"  said 
Kim-
ball,  who was 
exposed 




 be in 
San  
Francisco























 a very 
good 
amount,"  said 















initially  scheduled 
just  15 minutes 
apart, 
only  eight 
applicants
 showed 
up for their 
appointments.  
"We're 
not doing this just for 
publicity," Garcia 




Each candidate is expected 
to 
breeze 




and pose a la bikini
 for some 
quickie Polaroid 









 just for 
Kimball 




































this," Garcia said. "Of 
course,  it's 
momentarily rewarding. 
"And I believe every woman 
wants to feel feminine and beautiful, 
and this is the perfect way to show 
that." 
The winner will also represent 
Playboy as an ambassador of good 
will, doing "meet -and -greet" 
promotions and interviews. 
"Girls 




at $200 a day once they're 
published," Garccia said. "We get a 
lot  of requests for former Playmates 
to 
appear
 at banquets, auto and 
fashion shows,
 that kind of thing." 
And afterwards? 
(Continued on Page 5) 




of San Francisco 
poses  for Playboy
 
photographer
 Kerry Morris at the LeBaron Hotel. 
to 1976; 
 women
 and Spanish. 
surnamed
 Americans are






associate  professor 
at rates 
comparable to 
their  representation 
in the 
pool
 of those 
considered  for 
promotion; 
 all minority







 professor at 
rates 
comparable  to their
 representation 




promotion;  and 
 women and 
minorities, except 
Spanish -surnamed, are being 
awarded tenure
 at rates higher than 
their representation in the pool.
 
The report's recommendations 
include an in-depth analysis of the 
academic 
hiring, promotion and 




and women in particular areas. 
"Although specific gains were 












the  report said. 
In the cover letter,
 Bunzel said 
the purpose 
of affirmative















 on that 
erroneous 








Bunzel  said 
in the 
letter.  
"This  report will 
be
 useful after 
all 










 of all forms 
of invidious 
discrimination
 in the 
recruitment 
and 




to comment on 













For the unveiling of exotic dancers performing the ancient arts of 
the Middle East in the Student Union, see the enchantment
 on 















Ten or 12 Spartan 
City  tenants 
are 
responsible
 for $1,700 owed to 
Auxiliary Enterprisees in 
back  rent, 
SJSU Director of 
Business  Affairs 
Glen Guttormsen said Wednesday.
 




 These tenants 
have owed 




more,"  Guttormsen said. 
The other 
eight  or 10 have been 
behind 
in rent one or two 
months.
 
Guttormsen  said the $1,700 back rent 




Tenants of the 
self-supporting 
housing 
project  are given leeway if 
they can't pay their monthly  rent,
 
according to Guttormsen. 




good faith, so we 
would  rather 
salvage 
someone's  situation than 
evict 
them," he said. 
"Sometimes  
they
 have problems with
 jobs, since 
they're working 
and going to school, 





attributed  the rent 
delinquencies






 great deal of activity 
that goes 
on in record keeping." 
However, he could
 not account 
for 
the unusually high
 back rent 
figure. 
Auxiliary 
Enterprises  is 
ad-
ministered by 
six  people, including
 
Manager William Schooler. 
Schooler has been 
unavailable 
for comment
 on why the back rent 
figure is 
higher














Wednesday  opposing the 
Jarvis -Gann tax 
initiative because 
of what the resolution called "severe 
personnel and educational
 





-Gann initiative is on 
the June 6 primary ballot and if 
passed will limit property tax rates 
to 1 percent of 




by A.S. Executive Assistant Robert 
Crawford-Drobot, was passed by a 
vote of 













 to declare op-
position 
to










college level of 
education  to maintain
 the kinds of 
services  and programs 
offered to 




said these are 
the 
levels of education affected by 
Jarvis -Gann at which 
students  do 
not have a 




The California State University 
and 
Colleges
 Student Presidents 
Association has a paid legislative 
advocate  in Sacramento. 
"Students at these ( lower 
levels haven't yet developed to the 
point where they can adequately 
speak to these issues and defend 











-Gann,"  he said, "it is our 
obligation  
























Jerome  Colwell 
Politics and platitudes 
may well 
make strange bedfellows, but the 
50th 
annual  Academy Awards 
presentation Monday night achieved 
the largest 
audience  in the history of 
the program. More than
 70 million 
people watched the show. 
But by far 
the most interesting 
aspect of this year's unusually 
surprising and exciting event was 
the mini
-brouhaha  that threatened 




 Vanessa Redgrave 
and later screenwriter 
Paddy  
Chayefsky
 used the occasion to 
promote 










 who won the 
Oscar for Best Supporting Actress 
for her 
potrayal  of the title role in 
the film "Julia," and her purported 






something of a long -shot possibility 
to win 
during  pre -award 
speculations. 
This was largely because of the 
fact that the elite upper
 crust of the 
ruling Hollywood film establishment 
is predominantly 
Jewish, and of 
course, very much anti -PLO. 
But putting
 politics and personal 
convictions aside, the members of 
the Academy made one of their most 
magnanimous 
decisions  in 50 years. 
Pro-PLO 
sympathies
 or no, the 
Academy 
must  have realized, 
Redgrave's performance
 in the film 
was brilliant 
and  moving, a 
per-
formance 




 ( my ) life." 
But "When you invite 
a 
revolutionary to dinner, you're 
going to get a speech,"
 observed one 
awards producer who explained 
what happened next. 
Rising
 to the podium to accept 
the award, Redgrave
 thanked the 
Academy  for the honor 




refusing to buckle 
under  to pressure 
from what 
she called "a 



























 life and 
professional  career 
the 
forces  of Nazism 
and anti-
Semitism  wherever 
they
 might be 
found. 
Later










 screen play, 
only 
added
 more fuel 
to





 and tired of people 
exploiting the occasion
 of the 
Academy
 Awards for the
 
propagation 
of their own personal 
political propaganda," Chayefsky 
fumed.  
"I would like to suggest 
to Miss 
Redgrave 
that her winning an 
Academy 
Award is not a 
pivotal 
moment in history 
and does not 
require a 
proclamation.  A simple 
'thank 
you'  would have 
sufficed."  
But would it 
have?  Should it 






had  been the 
subject
 of much contention




mostly from a 
small  group of zealots 
of the Jewish Anti
-Defamation 
League  




award,  was she not 
entitled  to her own 
rebuttal




may have been too strong of 
language to 
make  the point she 
wanted to. But there is no reason 
why a gaffe
 of that sort should have 
subjected her to the sort of criticism 
she received from Chayefsky. 
Like her co-star in the film, Jane 
Fonda,  Redgrave is a passionately 
political person. 
In cases like hers and Fonda's, 












Though the science fiction 
block-
buster "Star Wars"





other  film, the 
San  Francisco 
Chronicle  said 








term  "major 
awards"  is 
ambiguous.
 
Is it a 
"minor"  occurance
 for a 
person to 
be congratulated













what  makes 
the career










Dave Reynolds is 
a 
Spartan






not be any 
films,  but the 
same  















































 for the 
best  
movie 
score  for 
"Star  Wars"











































































the Academy of 
Motion 
Picture  Arts and Sciences 
recognized 
the importance





























 it is the members of 
the 
Academy,
 as fellow 
actors, 
directors,
 etc., who 
are  best 
qualified to judge their fellows. 
To think 
that  Dianne 
Keaton's  
performance
 in "Annie 
Hall" was 
not
 worthy of 
an
 Oscar is 
incorrect.  
Her 
performance,  or so 
the mem-
bers felt, was 
of
 a slightly higher 
calibre than















































of life  if not 
life as it 
actually  is, then 
certainly 





 does ( her 




 to some 
degree or 
another  of her 
life and of 
the political 





"Julia" is the 
true
 story of the 
lifelong 
friendship 
between  two 
women of 








 and of 








 than panned, 
Redgrave  
should be 
applauded  for her 
sen-
sitivity
 and insight in 
realizing that 
there 




 situation today. 
No matter what 
anyone says, 




 and they bleed and they die just 
as the 
Israelis  do. If that can be 
construed as 
anti-Semitism,
 then so 
be it. 
Whether or not the Academy 
Awards presentation is the proper 
arena in which to bring 
up
 such 
political considerations as bigotry 
and suppression is 
shard question to 
answer.  
Nevertheless, the awards have 
been used for such reasons in the 
past and no doubt will be used 
likewise 
in the future. 
So it was politics as 
usual  at the 
Academy Awards Monday night and 
I, for one, 
am
 glad of it. It made for 








Smith  should do a 
little more 











 accounts of 
the 
trouble
 in several 
publications,
 it 
still is far 
from









rock  group of 
all 
time but I also 











 it would be 




























with  little 
trouble.  They 









a few minutes 
late
 and 
you might get your 
whiskey  con-
fiscated every
 now and then 
but 
everybody has a 
good
 time. 
At the Forum, 
Santa  Monica 
Civic and 
Anaheim
 Stadium, I 
have
 
found  that the 
employees  of Fun 
Productions
 and Wolf 
and 
Rissmiller 
Presents  to be rather 
obnoxious,
 the shows to start 
from 25 
to 40 minutes 
late and the crowd 
to 
be as dead as 
mummies





stated  that 
Bill 
Graham  is the 
most  efficient 








Young  and Bob Dylan 
and  
the
 Band have let 
Graham
 handle 
their entire tours. 




stated that their 
Northern 
California dates 
were the most 
professionally 
handled on their 
tours. 
So Mr.


















































 you on 
your  
slyness.  I mean












was  pure 
genuis! 







exciting  and 
dramatic"
 is too 
much  for my 
stomach. 
How can Donaldson
 claim that a 
"long -jump 
contest
 off the G.G.
 
Bridge" 
would ever be 
staged,
 much 
less aired? Or, 
perhaps he is in-
sinuating
































essays  before 
submitting  them 
 















I find it 









disregard  for 
television. 
The purpose of a 
college  paper is 
to 
inform  the student 





so they won't remain 
"unknown 
individuals"  as 
Chris  
Hyden claimed
 in his 
letter.
 
Although  I know Kim 
only 
superficially,
 the story 
on her gave 
me a 
better understanding
 on why 
some students are
 academically 





has been very much
 in the 
news 
these days, Kevin 
Fagan's 





I hope  the Daily























Reality," we would like to question 
several statements made by and 
concerning Miss Saxon. 
Television  directly 
patterns our 
society





The  victims 
of
 










The key to 
watching  television 
is 
to

















Television has shown the disgust 
of war, human suffering, and 
famine
 
not  only abroad, but in this country 
as well. 
Millions of people all over the 
world saw Neil 
Armstrong  step onto 
the moon; for some viewers it was 
the first time they saw the earth 
from space. If 
these  facts aren't 
reality,
 what is? 
As with any 
public  com-
munication 
medium,  television is 
aimed at the majority of the viewers 
with 
only a small part of the viewing 
day aimed at the intellectual 
segment of society. 
Remember, your television set 
not only has an  on -and -off switch, 













 Loyalty Oath 
Crusade" revisited! 
Each semester, Tau Delta Phi, 
the honorary scholastic fraternity, 
assists the registration 
office  by 
carrying CAR forms from 
the 
departments to 




 service, participating 
members  receive priority 
treatment  
on the computer. 
This
 semester all members 
involved
 are being forced to sign 
a 
loyally oath swearing to 
uphold  the 
Constitution




  and in the 
presence




 the office says, 
because  the CAR helpers are 
working 
for the university they
 have 
to sign
 a loyalty oath like all 
state  
employees. 
And if the fraternity tries to 
lodge 
a formal protest the 
registration office will 
simply  take 
the computer priority 
and service 
and give it to another
 organization. 
But 
I could care less about 
advance 
registration









Press  junior 



















By Susan Smith 
City 
leaders
 must stop 
relying 
on Washington for 























advocate  on 




 here briefly 
Wednesday 
to address a 
Hyatt House fund-raising 






"There was erroneous 




and get as much money as 












"Cities must not 
assume
 that simply 
in -
photos by 
He,th  Hans, 



























































 who is 












before the dinner, 
Buckley
 
said he was not endorsing 










Tons of them 
Gap  curds 
Levi ?cords Cords in 
lots
 of 
colors and in 
every style and 
size
 Student 
cords  Adult cord, 
Hordes of cords That's 
the Gar. 
And. Gap cords are rust 
Thera, 
gg:PA 
I 8 1 1 W. San






























































A task force 
established 






establishing  a "university 




lack of creativity" 









 over Gay 
Human 
Rights Week,
 Estruth said 
"the 



















 by the 






twice,  the 
last time 
on
 April 4. 
Buckley suggested 
the 
city council endorse a 
resolution













one of studied 
nonchalance.  
"My constituents think 
I'm doing a pretty 
good 
job," Colla said, (Estruth ) 
must think I'm a 
powerhouse  to bring him 
( Buckley ) here to get me 
out." 
Colla is serving his 
third term 
on the council. 
Estruth said 
over-








 15 percent of 































































York  City 
was 














government is based 
on
 
realities," he said. 
Buckley
 blamed the 
nation's economic woes on 
government's













would  be to 




















Jarvis -Gann initiative, 
which proposes 
lowering  California 
property taxes by about
 60 percent, 
and the Behr bill, 
which  advocates 
reducing property taxes
 by 30 
percent, may
 be answered 
from 8 
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
at a table in front of 





class will set up a 
table  manned by 
two 
or three class members,
 with 
copies of each
 bill and information
 
sheets. 











 we feel 
the Jarvis











 including 50 
SJSU students, 
marched on 
a convention of the 
California 
Republican 
Assembly at the 
Cabana  











APRIL  7 









 and the Behr bill Ls 
better."
 
Speaking for the upper -division 
class and its three faculty advisers, 
she said the 60 percent property tax 
cut 
proposed  in Jarvis -Gann would 
severly 
Limit local government 
funds. 
This would mean police and fire 
department
 services, school funding 
at all levels,
 hospitals, and public 
services such as libraries and parks 
would have to be cut back, she said. 
The Behr bill, she said, with its 
lower tax cut figure of 30 percent, 
would not hit local governments as 
drastically. 
The Jarvis -Gann bill also 
proposes to limit any yearly 
Vice 
President  Spiro 
Agnew was 
scheduled to 
speak at the 
conservative 
group's
 dinner, but backed 
out at the last minute to 
avoid a clash with the 
demonstrators, said Frank 
Verlot,







Reagan  did appear at the 
dinner 
though,
 and urged 
the conventioners
 to write 
President
























































































power on every target." 
Agnew had 
appeared 
at the luncheon meeting 
earlier in the day, 
however,  
and, asking those present 






 man in vital 
touch with the needs and 
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Folds  of Flesh" 
"Super
 Stars" 
2A O San 
Sal.
 ador hel ern 
1%1 & 
Markel 








 their problems go 





























































































the "Problems of 
Freedom" for
 americans 





regarding the meaning of 
freedom.
 
"It is no longer 






was to be considered an 
endorsement,








 and a longtime 
resident, is one of the 
candidates
 bidding for 
Council
 Seat No. 
2, 
currently 
































manager,  to 
apply 





































 to be posted
 for 30 
days, 
according 
to Zant. He 
said during 
that time, 






























 to sell wine
 and 











pay  "50 
percent  of up 
to $1,500 
to
 the S.U. 
Board of 
Governors".  
The Board of Governors
 will use the 
money, according
 to director Ron 
Barrett,  
to pay for 




 redesign the patio
 area between the 




 will consist of 
preparing a 
"schematic  design" for the 
area, Barrett




 to phase one 
only,  according 
to Zant. 
Phase two, 






































Barrett  said the 
total  cost for 
the 
project  "is unknown
 at this time," 
he 
estimates it 
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Arabic,  the name means "a 
prize won 
in battle." 
And to a 
certain
 female em-
ployee at SJSU who "masquerades" 
as 
an
 inconspicuous, unassuming 
secretary during 
the day but doffs 
her "disguise" at night to become an 
exotic
 belly dancer, she has really 
earned it. 
For Gaditana, belly dancing is a 
professional hobby
 which, she said 






And it's a 
great  way of 




 you use 
all of it. 
"But there
 are steps I've been 
working on 
literally
 for years," she 
said. 
Gaditana  practices 
her craft a 
minimum 
of six hours per
 week, but 
more often 
as








beginning  and 
intermediate
 belly dancing classes 
- 
- sponsored 
through  the A.S. Leisure 
Services program 
- - Wednesday 
nights in 
the Student Union. 
When not performing 
professionally with the San Fran-
cisco dance group, "Balanat," she 
practices Monday and Saturday 
nights as well. 
She has been studying belly 
dancing for
 six years, she said, and 
got started in her art through an 
interest in and some contact with 
various other 
kinds  of dance: ballet, 
lots of . lk dancing, some tap and 
modern dancing. 
Gaditana is taught by a 
friend
 of 
hers in San Francisco, 
Jamila 
Salimpour,  who heads the
 group and 
has been dancing for more 
than 30 
years, and was 
encouraged  by her to 
start the program
 at SJSU when the 
opportunity  first arose three years 
ago. 
And 
she has been at it ever 
since. 
"This 
style  of 
dancing






 it can be 
traced 
back  over 









"It celebrates the power
 that the 
woman 
has  and the magic  to be 
able to reproduce 
not  only 
something in her own image, but 
something else  
the male  as well. 
It is a type of birth ritual. 
"And it makes me angry when 
the dance is used to cheapen women, 
because 
that's  not what it is all 
about.
 Of course a woman is going to 
be sexy  




 said it is the 
dance 
itself and the interpretation of the 
music that are the
 really important 
aspects of belly dancing. The scanty 
.N4baret costumes
 one generally 
associates with the dance, she said, 
are a modern innovation - - a French 
idea -  and bear very little resem-
blance to the way in which the dance 
was traditionally performed. 
"A dancer's 
costume
 will accent 
her movements, and will display her 
body to advantage," 
Gaditana  said. 
"Traditional dancers wore yards 
and yards of fabric, layers
 and 
layers 
- - you wouldn't believe how 
much they wore. The only things 
exposed were her hands,
 feet and 
face." 
Gaditana cautioned, however, 
against assuming that the dance is 
always performed exactly the same 
way or in 
exactly
 the same type of 
dress in all areas of the Middle East 
- - which stretches
 from Morocco in 








bound  to find 
a woman 





the typical stereotypes of belly 
dancers,  and who performs the 
dance exactly as one might 
expect.  
But to make her point about the 
diversity of the dance, Gaditana 
explained that 
although  it is 
basically limited to women, men are 
known to perform the 
dance  as well. 
Men do 
it in the more con-
servative areas 
of the Middle East 
where it would be improper for 
a 
woman to even be seen in public, she 
said. They are
 very puritanical 
there, and the women
 do not consort 
with men. 
"Men dress in feminie
 style and 
they dance in masquerades as 
women," Gaditana said. "The men 
will actually imitate the women. 
''But the Nen who
 do this 






just the way they 




the name she has chosen for herself 
reflects the long hours of diligent 
practice and work she 
has put into 
her craft and the history of the 
exotic customes 
and  traditions of the 
Middle East in which she has 
steeped herself. 
She will not reveal her real 
name or anything else about herself, 
for fear of harassment and ridicule 
from people who still feel that belly 
dancing is a laughable matter - - 
good only 
for a "turn on" - - and the 
tiniest bit lewd and obscene. 
April 7, 1978, 
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By Corinne Asturias 
If you 
haven't  yet filed 
your income tax forms, you 
have already broken the 
golden
 rule of speedy 
returns: Thou shalt file 
early. 
With the Internal 
Revenue 





 a torrent 
of 
refunds and 










probably  won't see a 





can  learn 
through  the 
mistakes 
of
 others by 
doing  
some sinple 
things to help 
your






















in 4 returns filed 
require  adjustment due to 
error. 
Both















percent  in 





















































the  tax 






























was  mentioned 
by both 
the IRS and the 
State Franchise








when  transferring 
from one page
 to another. 
Both agencies 







 things on 
the wrong lines. 
Bob Ecoff, 
Asst. Public Affairs 
Officer  
for the No. California IRS 
said 
that
 people often 
write  
their computed
 refund in 
the box that indicates a 





 for their 
refunds and will finally call 
to see what happened," he 
said. "But sometimes they 




out  the 
system,"
 he added.  
Another delay
 cited by 
both state and federal tax 
agencies
 is caused 
by 
failure of 
taxpayers  to 
attach




statements that apply to 
itemizing deductions. 
Messy handwriting 
might seem an unlikly 
suspect for tax return foul-

















recommend using the pre-
printed address label on 
the front of your tax 
booklet. These labels are 
already "keyed" into the 
system according to Nelson 
and save time and dollars 
in computer
 entry time. 










 tax booklet. 
Ecoff said 
6,000 federal tax 
returns were mailed to the 
state 
franchise  tax board 
by mistake 
in one week. 
Women  'bare 
down'




 from Page 1 
"Oh,




modeling and singing and 
acting. 
"Posing might be 
controversial
 to some," she 
said, "but it sure boosts 
your career." 
The kind of girl Hugh 
Hefner, owner and 
publisher of Playboy, is 








 that," she said. 
"Of course, she must 
have a pretty face













































 and I are























* * * 
Bikini
 
clad  press 
reports for 
story  
By Hilary Ann Roberts 
"You're really nervous aren't you? Well hey, don't 
worry; it'll be okay. You look fine, just great." 
Keeping up a playful but reassuring patter, Playboy
 
photographer Kerry Morris snapped Polaroids shots 
quickly and efficiently. 
The lights are too bright. Squinting seems to work. 
And it feels strange to know that two former Playmates, 
television cameramen and a dapper police
 officer are 
bemusingly scrutinizing every bulge, hair and wrinkle. 
"That's it!" 
Morris  shouts suddenly. "You're all 
done. And they came out just fine, just fine. Was it okay 
for you?" 
Well in the end, it wasn't so bad after all. 
A little embarrassing, yet fun. That's
 how it feels to do 
some preliminary poses for Playboy. 
My attitude hadn't been totally serious to 
begin with. 
Unlike the other 
applicants  trotting to the LeBaron 
Hotel room armed with portfolios, heavy makeup and 
pasted -on smiles, I looked like my 
usual disheveled self, 
equipped only 
with  a notebook and a bemused 
photographer. 
Anything for a good story, right? 
"Uh, yes, it might be an interesting
 angle to go with," 
my city editor said, 
smiling  craftily. 
"Whatever you do," 
stormed
 Linda Zavoral, our 
editor, "don't shave off the 
hair on your legs! Who a -e 
they to 
determine what is beauty?!" 
"Well, gee, Linda - it'll look pretty ridiculous
 wearing 
a bikini with hairy legs -" 
"Go with it! Show 




 agreed to lend a bikini. 
"What color? I've got 'em all - blue, white, yellow ." 
"Gee, yellow, I 
guess.!
 think! look good in that." 
With five
 
minutes  to go 
before I 
was  
to leave, she 
breezed
 back into 
the  office. 
It was screaming 
yellow, all right. It even looked like 
it might fit. Only, it 
had drawings of chickens on it. 
"Well,
 it was a Gemco special," apologized its owner. 




 had asked. 
"Because
 I have a not -so -secret -desire to be famous," 
I wrote. Besides, there
 were the hairy legs and chickens. 
"But everyone goes through the same selection 
process,"
 Garcia said. "We're not allowed to make any 
judgements." With that, Kimball whisked the 
photos off in 
an envelope, sent direct 
to
 Playboy's Chicago 
headquarters.  
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appendix
 scar, 









"What  you 
see
 is what 














and  data 
sheets 
are  mailed 
directly  



























In the two years Garcia 
has been scouting, 
she  has 
seen "all types of women 
from all 
walks  of life." 
"Once I even had a girl 
fly in from Tahiti when we 
were in Honolulu. She 
couldn't speak English and 
I still 
wonder  how she 
found out about us. 
"It takes a lot of 
courage to come in here," 
Garcia said. "It's like a 
beauty contest, really a 
'how do you measure up 
physically' kind of thing." 
Perhaps surprisingly, 
the Kimball and 
Garcia  
team has encountered no 
feminist protestations in its 
nationwide jaunts. 
"Isn't it something!" 
Garcia 






out there, but we don't see 
any.  
"Besides, Mr. Hefner 
has long supported the 
Equal Rights Amendment, 
abortion and 
contraception  




magazine  is the 
only 
men's publication, 
that,  if you took the nudity 
out, would still stand on its 
own 
merit."  
"After all," she said, 
"we don't seek out any 
feminists. The girls who 
come 
here  call up, make an 
appointment and are really 





 all," offered lanky Pam 
Abeyta, 23, one of Wed-
nesday's hopefuls. "I hope 
I 
won't feel that way af-
terwards, but I do what
 I 






 Abeyta's goal is 
"to sing 
and 










"I work at the 




 busty Lee Pausch, 
20, and from Los Gatos. 
"I've posed
 in the nude 
casually for friends and it's 
no big 
deal." 
She has also modeled 
for 
vitamin supplement ads 
and entered herself in the 
Santa Clara County Miss 
Universe contest last year. 
"I feel kinds 
nervous
 here 
not knowing anyone," she 
admitted. 
"But it's still really 
exciting. If I 
won  - wow! 
I'd 
just
 be blown away!'
 
Kimball and Garcia 
will next 



















across the country, 
the 25th anniversary talent 
search  will probably be 
finished
 by June, Garcia 
said. 
Bay Area hopefuls can 
still call the LeBaron at 
288-9200 from 9 a.m. 
to
 5 
p.m. today for further 
information, or an 
ap-
pointment and photo 
session. 
Using the self-addressed 
envelope will eliminate any 



























 flow more 
smoothly.  
Since April
 15 falls on a 
Saturday
 this year, all tax 
returns must be post-
marked on or before the 
following Monday.




tax filers are 
penalized 5 
percent 
per month or 
fraction of a month up to 25 
percent of the total 
tax. 
Late offenders 
are  also 
charged an 
annual interest 
rate of 6 
percent.  Ecoff said 
the only penalty for late 
filers
 receiving 
refunds  is 
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Spartan Joe Silveria attempts a sliding tackle
 against 
Dan 
SaIvemmi  of 
UCBerkeley.  
Booters,




The Spartan booters 
will face UC-Berkeley 
Sunday at 11:15 a.m. in a 
rematch in Spartan 
Stadium prior to the game 
between the 
San Jose 
Earthquakes and the 
California Surf. 
SJSU 
beat Cal last 
Sunday, 3-1, in a game the 
Spartans dominated. 
"It's 
just  another game 
so we can get more ex-
perience," SJSU soccer 
coach Julie Menendez
 said 
of Sunday's contest. 
"We played very well 
Sunday,"
 he added. "I hope 




to see action in 
the midfield 
are  Gulio 
Bernardi, Easy Perez, 
Nick Kupcow, Lou Kovacs, 
Steve Ryan, Steve Aylard 
and Steve Burke. In the 
back field will be Tom 
Ryan, Joe Silveria, Derek 
Evans, Steve Sampson, 






O'Driscoll and Simon 


















































 not play 
against 
Cal  because 
they  
will be 































field  in ' 
front of 
Spartan 









Spartan men's golf 
team is currently ranked 
ninth in the nation, ac-




"It was a matter of 
time for us to earn 
our way 
into the top 10," Coach 
Jerry  Vroom said. 
"With our consistency 
in placing high in recent 
tournaments, I felt our 
team belonged in 
there 
since we have a strong 
team." 
The Spartans are at-
tempting its 28th dual 
match victory against 
Stanford 
University  at the 
Stanford home course 
today at 1 p.m. 









By Doreen Carvajal 
Two hundred pounds 
of 
cement will splash into a 
chilly Reno lake tomorrow 
and will either sink, float or 
dissolve.
 
SJSU civil engineering 
students, who fashioned the 
cement into a streamlined, 
cub scout blue and gold 
canoe, have faith their 
creation will 
float and even 
glide to glory 








eluded  them, the 
Spartans have captured 
first place construction 
awards for the last 
three 
years 
against  the 
engineering















































































































































wire around it and then 
filled it with
 cement. It 
looked exactly like it 
sounds  a 
barge,"  Koch 
said with contempt. "One 
year a canoe dissolved
 in 
the water, because the 
school didn't cure the 
cement 
properly.  It's not as 




More than 20 
engineering students 
started work on the canoe 
three months ago. The 
majority had no experience 
building
 or racing canoes. 
Unfinished 
and  waiting 
forlornly in the engineering 
building Monday for a 
second splash of bright 
blue and gold paint, the 
canoe required hundreds of 
man hours to reach this 
stage, according to Koch. 
The students first 
shaped squares of 
wood
 
into the curving frame of a 
canoe, covered it with 
kitchen linoleum, then 
sewed sections of wire 
together around the 
wiiole 
frame. They mudded or 




Engineering  Open House 
night.
 
Koch calls this mud-
ding step the most delicate 
part of the process and the 







while tracing his 
fingers
 along the 
boat.  "We 
try to keep the boat 
frame  a 
1/4 inch thick. 
That's  what 
the judges look for." 
Students meticulously 
sifted 
the cement before 















small  trowels 
produced  the 
desired 































work paid off with a strong 
boat free of cracks. Still, its 
designer worries a child 
may 
come
 along and kick 
it, ruining their
 efforts. 
This concern for the 
canoe's 
health  is one 
reason why it hasn't been 
tested. The builders won't 
risk 
transporting
 the canoe 
needlessly and cracking it 
in the process. 
Although Saturday 
marks the
 maiden voyage 
of the unfinished and un-
named San Jose craft, its 
sailors 
have
 prepared for 
their cruise in older cement 
models in the waters of 
nearby Lake Vasona. 
Bill Woods, a student 
paddler on this year's 
team, describes cement 
travel as, "really smooth, 
it's quite surprising." 
The canoe may be 
heavier and ride deeper in 
the water, Woods admits, 
"but a canoe's a canoe and 
you paddle 





and the Ohio 
rivers in an aluminum 
canoe. You've got an 
ad-
vantage racing in a cement 
canoe because once you've 
built up momentum it's 




cluding  a faculty and 
women's group will 
compete for San 
Jose
 in 
Saturday's events. The 
groups 
will paddle in 1/8 
mile 
preliminary
 heats to 
reach the 
1/4  mile finals. 





said a veteran 
of last year's 
race,  "Then 





draft seasoned members of 
the school 
rowing team to 
man their canoes. 
"Every year you hear 
about that. I 
don't  think it's 
fair if schools get rowing 
teams to do it for them. 
They may have to 
make 
some new rules," Koch 
said. 
This year a San Jose 
female engineering student 
plans to 
challenge  current 
rules.
 




paigning to enter the men's 
race. 
"We'll probably let 
her," said Koch, "She's 
stronger than a lot of other 
guys. 
"A lot of the
 women 
engineers were perturbed 
when they put all the work 
into the boat last year and 
then nobody stayed to 
watch their race.
 After the 
men finished their heats, 
the 
crowd  would go off to 
munch  at the picnic 
grounds and ignore 
the 
faculty and women's 





 or care about the 
cement politics. His con-
crete masterpiece is his 
first concern. 








losing streak, the Spartan 
men's tennis team defeated 
CSU-Long
 Beach, 5-4, 
Wednesday in Long Beach. 
After the 
singles  
matches the teams were 
tied at 3-3. In doubles ac-
tion, after the No. 1 and 2 
matches were finished the 
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 of a jinx 
since we have been so 
successful in the 
past." 




and  over 100 
roughs  and obstacles. 







 "by our 




 is born on 
a complicated course. 
If 
the course 





The  Spartans are going 
into the dual match minus 
two of their top seniors. 
Mike Barnblatt 
is still not 
recovered from the flu. 
Mike Hemphill was called 
away 






said  they will be 
playing with senior Bob 
Fulton,"a good 
player,  but 
who has seen little action 
this season. 
"We are looking for-
ward
 to the competition," 
Vroom 
said. "The match 
will give us more practice 
time on Stanford's course 
where we 
will be playing 
the Invitational















72.4,  said the
 dual 
match










have no bearing 
on the 
ratings. 
They  are not the 











go into the 
matches
 to plaN 
well, 
but 
emotional])  . 
you're too busy 
getting set . 
for three 
long  days." 
Other Spartans
 par-




















Tex Winter, who 
resigned  
as head basketball coach at 
Northwestern
 earlier in the 
day, was appointed to a 
similar position at CSU-
Long Beach State Thur-
sday afternoon, succeeding 
Dwight Jones, who was 








Association for two years 
before coming 
to Nor-
thwestern for the 1973-74 
season. 
Jones was fired after 
four seasons as the Long 
Beach 




































 most of your academic 
requirements,  you graduating 
Seniors 
are about to make a 
very important career 
decision. John 
Fluke 
Co. would like to 
help  you make the 
right
 decision. We offer
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Fluke Co. 



















































































































































































Bunzel  has 
promised  
the 







































spent, she said. 
Fullerton
 said "the odds are 
pretty  good" the money can be 
obtained. 
She said 
the money will 
probably come from donations
 from 
individuals for 
use in community 
relations 
purposes.  The president 
has authority to use 
these funds as 
he sees fit, she 
said. 
According to the 
proposal,  the 
objective 
of




 of annual 
giving  to the 
university  and to 
upgrade  donors 





















 is a chance
 to put 
classroom 
theories  to the 
test of real
-life situations. 
To the 25 clients from 
the
 Milo Arms 
board -and -
care home,
 the laboratory 
is
 a bright spot in an 
otherwise 
routine  day. 




 according to course 
instructor  Diana Burnell, is 
inevitably 






practicum  takes 
place each 
Monday  and 
Wednesday








tools,  a pottery 
wheel, a kiln and 
myriad  
other arts
 and crafts 
supplies are used by the 
patients, 
whom the 




 of the 
clients' arrival 
from the 
South Ninth Street home, 
the laboratory is alive with 
the buzz of machinery 
and  
the 
chatter  of conversation. 
"These are a 
wide  
variety of 
people,"  Burnell 
said. "The only things they 
have  in common 
is that 
they need a board -and -care 
environment." 
Many of the
 clients are 
senile. A few are mentally 
retarded. Some are un-
'communitive, apathetic, 
and 
have short attention 
spans. 
But 
all have the 
common  problem of being 
financially dependent on 
society
 for their care. 
"These people are here 
because
 of long histories 
of 
not 






here  asking to be 
helped." 
The negative aspect of 
the clients'
 situation is 






























bases  for 
the 
length





it, but not 
sure
 I was 
going to 























With  her 
client,
 













the  weeks. 






initialed leather wallet. But 
getting Orville motivated is 
a problem. French 
often  





Another client, Skip, 
also  likes to express 
himself through art work, 
as he did as 
a student at 
Humboldt State Univer-
sity. 
"My goal is to give 
Skip the chance to do what 
he wants to do," his 
therapist, Marvin Perez, 
said as he helped Skip with 
a silkscreening 
project.  
The clinic is a 
refreshing 
change room 
the routine of the board -






Robert, who she 
said 
is one of the brightest 
of the 
residents, to 
sew  on a 
button and hem a 
pair  of 
pants. 





home soon, to 








can use on 



















The clients file out to walk 
back to Milo Arms.
 Burnell 
and 








































 - told 
Whitlock
 he wants to move 
out of the home
 he "hated" 
and 
away from 
the  routine 
of smoking,






working  toward 
the goal of motivating her 
client to improve his 





 " Burnell 
agrees, as she and the 
students smile with obvious
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The 
Mind  and Me 





The annual fund 
will be a money 
raising  procedure 
to solicit funds for 
academic 
purposes,  said Steve 
Caplan, 
Alumni  Association 
chairman






 include a 
campaign  to contact
 alumni and 
friends of the 
university








association hopes to have 
the program 











said  about 85 
percent







































The Santa Clara Spring Planting 
Festival,
 an event 
designed
 to urge 
repeal of laws 
prohibiting  home-
grown marijuana,
 will be held 
tomorrow from 
"high noon" to 5 
p.m. at St. James Park, North First 
and St. James streets. 
The festival, 





















and  Dennis 
Peron,  
manager
 of the 
"Big 



































 by Moby 
Grape, 
Sky  Creek 






THE S3Su Gay Student Union 
is an 
alternative  social group open to 
all gay men and women. GSU 
provides




 atmosphere. and 
friendly people. Liberate 
yourself  be 
all you can be 
come to SGSU each 
Thursday  at 
8 





events include: 4/6 disco dance, 
4/13, speaker meeting; 4/20B B-
O; 




DENTAL  PLAN 
Enroll  
nowl 
Information available at 
the A.S. 
Office or phone 371-6811. 
PSI, Graduate
 School of 
Professional Psychology. Ap-
plications
 are currently 
being 
accepted 
for our Ph.D. program
 
in Clinical -Counseling 
Psychology.






professional  license. Write 
for free 
brochure:  current 
catalogue SI Dr. George 
Muench, director.
 Dr. Peter 
Koestenbaum, dean. PSI, 580 
College Avenue, Palo
 Alto, CA 
94306. 
PAST LIFE REGRESSIONS 
A guide meditative
 process 
which allows you 
to experience 
your own 
past  lives. You 
become
 




current life ea. 






















Milton Waldman and Deanna 
Magnusson at Me Family of 
Man Center in San Jose. Cost is 
530 or by donation 








for men and 
women. Wear 
colors that
 enhance your colors. 
I give you a palette of about 70 
colors out











wknds., and 5 
7 
eves. You'll never 
have to make 










conskl.  your needs.
 293-3131 or 
378.4210. 
The  SKI CLUB is 
holding its 7th 
meeting. Thurs April 13. al 7.30 
pm in Engineering 132. 
Nominations
 for next year's 
officers  will be held AND 
signups
 for the weekend trip to 
Tahoe 
will be taken The CLUB 
is going
 to ski April 15th and 16th 
at 2 Tahoe 
resorts 025 members 
and /30 non 




lodging. ALSO the SKI 
CLUB is 










will  be 
discussed
 at this 
meeting 
Hawaii 
price is S269 for 
7 nights 
in Waikiki. 
More info see 











FOR MEN ONLY - ONE DAY 
WORKSHOP "Refining and 
Redefining Your Strengths as. 





















Runs great. Needs 
some
 body work 
Loaded 
w/extras. 














Stepside. PS,  
PIS, AT, 



















DEAR STUDENTS,  
FACULTY
 




 the campus can take 
care of all your insurance
 
needs AUTO, 
HOME,  FIRE  
HEALTH If you 
are not already 
With
 Stale
 Farm, call for
 an 
appointment at 
my off ice or 
home 
and well set 
up a time 
onvenient










 give you 
better
 
coverage for less money CALL 
MORN' STAR, 253 3277













 Many  




500. 1300. Call 736.5932 
Of 2742946. 
'67 FORD Mustang. 1970 302 engine. 
0900/offer. 279-1633 eves. 
FOR SALE:
 '67 Toyota Corona. '72 
engine. Needs transmission 
work. Call Helen 
at
 2774336 or 
leave 


















03.40,  135-20, 
$2.011;
 VPS, 
K11/400  wislides and 
replac-
cement
 roll, 57; K2S and 
64, 130 
36 














74 RC 100 
8010,
 $26.96. These are 
but  a few 
of the 
many  Items we 







 Clara, CA 95050 
We also 
do 





 Call NOW! 
WHY RENT WHEN 
YOU  CAN Own! 
Plush  2 harm., 1 be. condo 
located only 
15 min. from school 
in Blossom Valley.




 1,500 mi. 















Park Ave. S.0 . K. 287-1749. 
ATTN:  0.1., Psych., Rik. 
Therapy,
 





is part of SCALE, a student 
volun-tteer program on campus. 





working with residents of the 
board and
 care 
homes  located 
near the SJSU campus. This is a 
great opportunity for a 
rewarding work experience. 
Three units of credit are 
available.








River Rd. Oakdale, Ca. 
95361. 
12091 847-1942. It wks 1480 plus 
rm./bd.
 All specialists 20 
yes
 Or 
older. Non.smokers. Engl. or 
west, riding, 
horseback 
vaulting, swimming(ARC WS! 
CPR. Senior Life), water 
-skiing
 
news, kitchen,  and housework,  
chapel, second class dr. license, 
Crafts. lapidary. oraganic 
gardens.
 




 WOrk well with 





Circulars!! Materials Supplied. 
Immediate income Gua ran 
teed! Rush Stamped Addressed 
Envelope, Homeworker 2909 2 
NR Pinetree, Hernando MS 
38632. 
HONDA
 CB 125 'exc.
 cond. Bought 
new last 
April.  Used for 
corn. 
muting.
 Best offer. Kathy, 
292. 
8928. 


















Fri. Phone 249-0604 (5 
7 poi)  
SANDWICH SHOP Near SJSU, 
Reasonable. 
Closed Sat. and 
Sun Ideal
 for ice Cream 
ParlOur






 hour te stern Pheile 
solicitor,
 evenings, from 639-
9 30 Location. Sunnyvale.
 Call 









IN START AT 
ONCE.






 in leeching 
remedial
 reading approx. 15-20 
hrs per week. Must 
be available 
Mon 
thru Fri. between 2 
p.m  
and 




 S265/hr Call 
Mrs. Spencer 257-1409 




part lime person. Will Train 
Arrow Graphics. 2874302,
 
WE NEED TEACHERS 
to teach 
English conversation at 
California 
Language
 institute in 
Japan, send resume and photo 
The  requirements are 
American
 college
 graduate with 
good personality and can stay a 
minimum 
of 2 years. About 25 
hrs per 





















 over 0100 
per 
week




hours, must be 
neat, 
have car and 
phone. Call Fuller 
Brush Co. 243-1121 
for interview 
appointment. 
FLEXIBLE HOURS, GOOD PAY 
Need
 nurses' aides/ord. 41.50 
/hr.  LVN's 15.02/hr
 and RN's, 
WORK IN JAPAN! Teach English 
conversation. No experience, 
degree or Japanese required. 
Send long,
 stamped, self 
addressed envelope for 
details.  
Japan. ISO, 
411  W.Center, 
Centralia, WA. 911531 
AMUSEMENT PARK FUN! ' 
Ride Operators, Food Service, 
Sales. Weekends, Easter Week, 
Full-time
 summer starting May 
27th. Apply in 
Person.  FRON 
TIER




Nurses Aides. part.time. fulltime 
M.R. children. Call 252.0824 
VOLUNTEERS, over 21 years old, 
needed for the Suicide 
and Crisis 
Service, a 24.hr. telephone 
hotline. 
Training provided. All 
Majors. One year commitment 
at 4 hours 
a week. Business 
number,
 279-6250. 



















er, above S.J. Country Club, in 
exch, for rm. w/private 
bath 
and ent.
 Quiet area. Baby 4 
MOS.  
Old.
 926 3995. 
housing 
SJSU I




mo and 5150 deposit. 







Extremely large two bedroom 


























 Club.Coect for 
serious





Courtyard with waterfall, grand 





table, lots of 




 turn S2740. 
202 S. 11th St. 
Call  office, 279 
9504,  
TWO ROOMMATES 
needed  to share 
berm, house. Female 
pref 
Non-smoker.
 S115 plus Oil. 
Phone Ted, 288 3371. 
FOR RENT. 

























































tines  One Doe 
Some, 
i.e
 rale (all 


























SJSU. 147 N.6th 
5175.  225-9367. 
ROOM
 for. rent. 2 
blocks  to SJSU 
Share house with 3 
other SJSU 
students. MS S. 10th St 292
 1587 
LARGE 
PVT. ROOM. Quiet 
house.  
Male 




privl  075.00 month 
643  
South 
Sloth  St. 
Studio apt. w/lost. Avail. April 4 for 
One person  
$135  and S100 dep. 
Utilities paid. 
Call  259-9974 for 
appointment. 601S. Filth St. 
PRIVATE RM.. one half block
 to 
SJSU, near Lucky's: bus. K P., 
reap, 
male
 student. 8am 9pm. 
297.7679. 
2 BDRM. 2 bath
 townhouse apt. 
Share witemale. 












LOST: A black binder/folder
 in 
Student Union Mon April
 3rd. 






WANTED: 135mm and 270mm, 405 
lens or Speed Graphic lens. 
Good light meter wanted. 264 
2732. 
Rent a cabin at TAHOE. 2 bdrms at 
ft. of Heavenly, near clubs. 0I50 
wk. 550 wknd.
 267 3697. 
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
 San 
Jose First Church 
of
 the 
Nazarene has a group of 
single 
young adults. Sunday  9,45 
Class/ham and
 frpon Warship. 






 I see your 
smiling face I have to smile 
myself. because I love you. B.A 
Interested in 
GOLD  MINING? 
Limited  shares available in a 32 
member, 160 acre High 
Sierra  




 virgin area with 
strewn,
 forest and 
mining 
campsite.  Contact 
Pres. R 










you! love gurnby 
CASEY! I 
want
 the world to know I 
LOVE 
YOU Believe in me! Lao 
ye
 always. Davey Bug
 
ValOry - I 
haven't
 seen you in a while 
but I wouldn't





Student  Union 
is
 an 
alternative  social 
grout,
 
open  to 
all gay men and women. GSU 
provides a place Income out to a 









8pm in the Almaden Room 01 the 
Student Union. Upcoming 
events 
include:




speaker meeting; 3/9 potluck, 
3/16 rap group; 3/23 disco 
dance;
 3/30 Speaker Meeting 
HAVE A question concerning Real 








you call 287-3953.2 
loarm 
duplex for 
rent  after March 1st. 
Call Fatal Homes And Things 
One more 
thing.




















































CAVAGHAN:  Congrats! 




 father have a beer 
FURRER. 
M.Z. and MS. 
of
 Theta Chi: Thanks 
for 
the  P0.0. I'm sure have 
a great 
time. You're both great 
brothers Love 
ye, EaZy G.P.B 




extended vacation. We missed 
your dribbling and drawing. 
Clean 
your  room! How de do 
from 232. 




 have warmed my 
life. I care for you, and I'm 
proud of 
that.  Love, 
Turkey,  
JOBS ON SHIPS, 
American.  




Worldwide travel Summer job 
or career_ Send
 
$3.110 for in 
formation.  SEAFAX. 
Dept 19, 
First and Laurel. 




permanently. 235 E. Santa Clara 
Street,  rm. 811. 294 4499 Nan 
telle.
 
LOOKING FOR MARRIAGE with 
female, age  is no problem. I 
have a very minor voice defect. 
It interested, 
call.  Brian at 298 
2308. 
LOVE is what you need! New dating 
wit.
 Free info. Write DAWN. 
P.O. Box 6521, Si, CA 95150 






 TYPING SERVICE 
For all your typing needs 
Student
 discounts 926 0920. 
TYPING FAST
 and RELIABLE Let 
me 
make your deadlines! 
Professional typist Much no 
per ienc e with term papers 
Theses,  resumes. etc Use the 
latest IBM automatic 
typewriters. first 







Spelling the grammatical errors 




THESIS  TYPIST 
Masters Reports Dissertations 
Marianne 
Tamberg








 for Modeling Or 









10 percent Student Discount on 
dry cleaning. For all your 
laundering needs,
 alterations, 
mending.  washing, ironing 
Washing/fluff dry,
 hung and/or 
folded
 .30 lb Pillows. 
Blankets  
Rugs, Sleeping Bags. Leathers, 
Suedes, Hats. 
One day service 
Open 8 
5:30
 Mon Seat, 
ACE LAUNDRY 
8th 
and  E. William 
meat to Togo's) 2937238 
TYPING Fast, accurate, and 
reasonable  too Try 
me I'm in 








resumes 9am to 
9prn Margie 
Reeves 996 1265 
TYPING term 
papers  75 cents a 
page 
and up Resumes 
12 50/page IBM Correcting
 
Selectrics  All work 
guaranteed  
Please call ttttt 4 pm. KITTY 
CARTER 
NORTH VALLEY 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 263 
4525
 





rates.  Collin. 
2472916.
 
FARMERS INSURANCE. Group it 
YOV 
are a goOd 
student
 




record.  you 
May  
qualify for a 25 percent discount 
on your auto insurance. We 
also 
have competitive rates for 




time and place 


































 at 269 7937. 




Need  an AvOn 
Representative?
 Call 293 1773 to
 
Order 














theses, resumes. Will 
Edit 578 1216 
or
 227 9525 
I TYPE term papers,  theses, 
reports. many scripts. resumes 
IBM Select. 
Joye  169 0213 
CONTACT  LENS WEARERS. Save 
on brand name hard and 
soft 




 Box 7453, 
Phoenix, Arizona 85011. 
stereo 
AUDIO  ENTERPRISES HAS IT! 10 
to 50percent
 DISCOUNT on the 
Biggest  selection in the entire 
Bay Area!




 Radio, Tv, Audio 
Components, Professional 
Sound Equipment.  Video 
recorders, games.
 Tapes. 
Records and Accessories. 
Calculators. too! Factory sealed 
whiff warranty Free stylus 
timer or rec 







 you buy 
anywhere 
else,  give us a call 
255 5550 M F. 4 10. anytime 
weekends. Ask for KEN The 
Lowest prices on me Widest 















 AND PHOTO 
SPECIAL.  52 off wad for 2 












(between 1st and 200 Streets
 I 
TRAVEL. 
TRAVEL  TRAVEL Our 
services 




Amsterdam.  London. 
Dusseldorf,  Frankfurt, 
Paris,  
Rome, Madrid. Shannon, 
Zurich.









 Car Rentals. 




 T rave 
Packs. Student Services, Int'i 
student I D cards,  student 
flights Student TIMM'
 Table 
located on the main floor ol 
Student
 Union Hours
 11 2 pm 
Toes
 wed. Thurs or visit our 
office Trip and 
Travel Pliinning 
Co. AAA
 E. William St (At S. 10th 
St.) San Jose, CA 95112 140111 797 
1613 Hours Mon 90
 pm Toes 

































 is 5 
SEND CHECK, 
MONEY  ORDER 
OR CASH 
TO, 












 IOW OMB III 
 Deadline
 two dAr% 
p, 
or

































streets  was 




































lanes  to 










































































































sources  of 
financing







he introduced the 
resolution as a 
private 
citizen  because there 
is a 































































































is only one 
bicycle  lane 





Glass and other litter in the 
Despite
 






campus  last 













released by SJSU 
Executive 





 with last 
fall, this spring enrollment 
shows a slight drop 
from 














































Eastus said the department will 
sweep a street more often if 
requested by a citizen to do so and if 
litter presents a hazardous con-
dition. 
He
 said sweeping 
the city's 30 
miles of bike 
routes
 once a week 
would 
double
 the current yearly 
$13,500 





 Jeff Norment also spoke 
to 
the council in 
favor of improving 
conditions for cyclists. 
Norment  said the council 
































































































 ) decline." 

















































How to be positively 
selfish is the topic of a 
workshop to be held 
tomorrow at SJSU. 
The 
workshop,  
"Positive Selfishness: A 
practical 
Guide to Self -
Esteem,"  
will be 
taught  by 
Dr. Frieda
 Porat, author 
of 










































 on the 
time and 
place






















"Gong  Show" 
will  be 
today











































will speak on 
"The Demise 
of the 
Whorfian  Hypothesis 
and beyond." 





 Carnival '78 
from 11 a.m. 
to
 1:30 p.m. 
today in the S.U. 
Am-
phitheater.











Dinner are available in 
the  
Journalism
 Building, first 
floor. 
The dinner will be at 
Zorba's Restaurant
 April 
13 at 7 p.m. with cocktails 
at 6 p.m. Price is $6.75 for 





media critic, will 
be the 
guest speaker. 


























 students are 
invited  by 




to hear Dr. 
Robert  
Larsen speak
 on "The 
Problem





S.U. Costanoan Room 
today at 3 
p.m.
 






sale will be 
today at the 
Seventh Street
 grass area. 
Filipino 
handicrafts  will 
also be 
featured.  
   




from noon to 3 p.m. in the 
Education Building, room 
230. Each session is 30 
minutes long. 
Schedules 
available in the  Education 
Building, 
room 231. 




dance, as well as jazz and 
ballet, will be featured in 
"A Dance Fete" to be 
performed at 8:15 tonight 
and tomorrow night in the
 
Women's Gym, room 262. 
For more information call 
the University box office 
at 
277-2777. 
   
Campus Ambassadors 
will have a Bible study 
Monday from 11:30 a.m. to 
12:30 p.m. in the S.U. 
Montalvo Room. 
   
The 
SJSU  Housing 
Office 
will  present a 
workshop on nontraditional
 
forms of housing from Ito 4 
p.m. in the 
Engineering 
Building, room 132. The 
event is free and open to 
the public. 
   
The 
Career Planning 
and Placement office will 
present a 
mini -class 
on" Resume Writing" 
today in the Education 


























































THROUGH  May 15, 1978 
im   







 Roest in a 
free 
recital tonight








tomorrow's  practice 
LSAT 
will be held 
from 10 a.m. to 
3 p.m. today
 by the Student 




































with  a special, 
highly  compressed 
material
 to give you 
maximum 
absorbency.  
What's more, unlike 
most other brands, 
they 
expand
 in all three 
directions length, 
breadth and width 
to 
conform  to individual 
body contours. 
Which  
means there's far less 



















So if you want a lot 
of protection at very 
little 
cost,  open a 
package of Tampax 











Participants  will be 
given tools which well 
enable  them to build self - 


















how we should behave
 in 
order to be 
loved and 
respected," Porat said. 
"People can learn
 to do 

















workshop will begin at 9 
a.m. in Duncan Hall, room 
318. 














released  by 
Fullerton 
indicate a decline 
in total enrollment for
 each 
academic 
year  from 
1973-
74. A decline of 
3.8  percent 
was noted
 for 1973-74. 
The decline for 
the  




















































out  of state 
returns 
ammended  returns 
984-2458 
II no answer




 Creek BI (suite
 234) Santa Clara 
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